
Lightly buff nails and cleanse with 70%+ alcohol to 

remove oils and dusts. 

Wait for nails to dry completely. 

No primers, bonders or heavy sanding required.

Choose between our Base Gel Polish for regular strength, or

Base Sculpting Gel for extra strength. 

Apply one thin coat of desired base gel. 

Base Gel Polish: Cure for 30 seconds in LED lamp or 1 

minute in UV lamp. 

Base Sculpting Gel: Cure for 2 minutes in LED lamp or 3 

minutes in UV lamp.

Note: Base Gel will always remain tacky even after curing

Measure and adjust the sculpting form to fit flush under 

the free edge of the nail. 

To build future length, use #4 BSG Pro Gel Brush to connect 

a layer of desired Builder Sculpting Gel to at least 10% of the 

natural nail’s free edge and the form. Continue extending 

a generous bead of desired Builder Sculpting Gel onto the 

sculpting form to your desired shape and length. Cure for 2 

minutes in LED lamp or 3 minutes in UV lamp.

Note: Builder Sculpting Gel will always remain tacky even after curing

1. PREP

3. SCULPTING FORM APPLICATION

4. BUILDER SCULPTING GEL FIRST COAT

2. BASE GEL

SCULPTING GEL SYSTEM
SCULPTED GEL EXTENSIONS 
INSTRUCTIONS
Create 100% pure sculpted gel extensions with our 

Sculpting Gel System and BSG Sculpting Forms.

To strengthen the extension, using #4 BSG Pro Gel Brush apply 

a generous layer of desired Builder Sculpting Gel onto the entire 

nail. Starting from one hair line below the cuticle of the natural 

nail, extending all the way down to the tip of the future length until 

desired strength is reached. Cure for 2 minutes in LED lamp or 3 

minutes in UV lamp. 

Note: Builder Sculpting Gel will always remain tacky even after curing

5. BUILDER SCULPTING GEL SECOND COAT

After desired length and strength of sculpting extensions is 

reached, remove sculpting form and cleanse with 70%+ alcohol to 

remove tacky inhibition layer.  

File, shape and buff nails as desired.  

If nails require more strength, repeat steps #5-6.

6. BLEND AND SHAPE

Proceed with colour gel application and/or nail art design as desired.

Choose between our Top Gel Polish for regular strength, or 

Top Sculpting Gel for extra strength. 

Apply one thin coat of desired top gel. 

Cure for 2 minutes in LED lamp or 3 minutes in UV lamp.

7. COLOUR GEL APPLICATION

8. TOP SCULPTING GEL


